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A B S T R A C T   

Enhancing gas-liquid mass transfer is key to promote gas hydrate formation kinetics. Encapsulation of CO2 
hydrate is expected to dramatically increase gas-liquid contact to enhance mass transfer. However, gas hydrate 
encapsulation has never been proposed as the technical issues of gas permeation through capsule shells have 
never been addressed. In this work, based on the principles of biomimetics, we proposed a novel red blood cell 
(RBC) inspired carbon capture capsule to promote CO2 hydrate formation kinetics. An experimentally validated 
model is established to compare the carbon capture performance in an RBC-shaped and a spherical capsule. It is 
revealed that the gas uptake efficiency of the RBC-shaped capsule is 143% higher than that of the spherical one. 
The effect of initial pressure and capsule size on CO2 hydrate formation kinetics is also investigated. Further-
more, the structure of RBC is optimised and it is found the average amount of hydrate formation per surface area 
achieves a peak when the ratio of the height at the centre to the width of the ring is between 0.128 and 0.160, 
which is close to that of real RBCs in human bodies. This work enables the informed design of hydrate-based 
carbon capture units with high gas uptake efficiency.   

1. Introduction 

CO2 hydrate is a safe, clean and cost-effective material which makes 
use of the ability of gas hydrates to selectively store CO2 molecules to 
remove CO2 gas from emitted gas mixtures, i.e. hydrate-based carbon 
capture (HBCC) [1]. It is formed under certain conditions, called phase 
equilibrium, usually under high pressure and low temperature [2]. 
During the formation, CO2 molecules are trapped into hydrogen bonded 
cages of water molecules to formulate a stable crystal structure [3]. 
When the temperature-pressure condition departs from phase equilib-
rium, CO2 hydrate dissociates and CO2 molecules are released. The 
formation of CO2 hydrate is exothermic and the dissociation of CO2 
hydrate is endothermic [4]. CO2 hydrate technology has great potential 
in the field of emission control for its high reversibility and large storage 
capacity [5]. 

The phase equilibrium pressure of CO2 hydrate is significantly high, 
which can be up to 4 MPa corresponding to a phase equilibrium 

temperature of 8 ◦C. However, it can be reduced to the safe working 
pressure range by using chemical thermodynamics promoters such as 
tetra-n-butylammonium bromide (TBAB) [6–8], tetrahydrofuran (THF) 
[9], tetra-n-butylammonium fluoride (TBAF) and tetra-n-butylammo-
nium chloride (TBAC) [10,11], tetra-n-butylphosphonium bromide 
(TBPB) [12], etc. TBAB is the most intensively studied additive to 
modify the phase equilibrium conditions of CO2 hydrate. Generally, 
TBAB can decrease the formation pressure by a fact of 10–50 [13]. 
Currently, the main obstacle restricting the wide application of CO2 
hydrate is the low gas uptake at low driving force [14], which is mainly 
caused by the low contact area between gas and liquid and the blockage 
on the gas-liquid interface resulting from formed hydrates [15,16]. It 
was found the CO2 uptake is only 15.4% of the rate capacity at 5.5 bar in 
5.3 h [4], which causes a large amount of un-reacted water trapped 
between hydrate particles and increases the capital and operational cost 
[17]. 

Enhancing the gas-liquid mass transfer is a promising method in 
improving CO2 uptake in gas hydrates. Various strategies have been 
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proposed to enhance mass transfer in hydrate formation, including 
adding surfactants [18–20], enhanced mechanical mixing by stirring 
[21], injecting [22] or bubbling [23], and the use of porous media such 
as hydrophilic silica gels [24,25], silica sands [26], white corundum 
[27], active carbon [28] or metal skeleton [29,30]. However, technical 
difficulties exist when applying these solutions. For instance, the effect 
of surfactants varies with the initial concentration and type [31]. Be-
sides, the synergic effects are uncertain when more than one surfactant 
is added. The enhanced mechanical mixing always incurs extra energy 
consumption and impairs the system stability. Although porous media 
can significantly enhance the contact area between gas and liquid, it 
may have problems in recyclability and stability [14,32]. 

Another potential strategy to improve gas-liquid mass transfer that 
has not been proposed is to use biomimetic encapsulation. Red blood cell 
(RBC) is a common type of blood cell in vertebrates and its primary 
function is to deliver oxygen to body tissues and transport CO2 to lungs. 
After countless generations of evolution, RBC has formed a unique 
biconcave disc-shaped structure, which allows for a high surface-area- 
to-volume ratio to facilitate gas diffusion and mass transfer. It is 
believed that the RBC-shaped encapsulation is favourable to enhance gas 
uptake to form gas hydrates. In the past few years, the RBC-shaped phase 
change material (PCM) capsules have been proposed and their excellent 
heat transfer performance has been validated [33–35]. It was found that 
the heat transfer rate of RBC-shaped PCM capsule was about two times 
higher than the spherical capsule with the same volume [33]. However, 
no research has been conducted on the gas-liquid mass transfer 
enhancement to form gas hydrates by using RBC-shaped encapsulation, 
which will be the main focus of this research. 

The concept of RBC inspired encapsulation design and its potential 
application in HBCC system are illustrated in Fig. 1 (a)-(b). In a con-
ventional hydrate formation reactor, gas uptake efficiency is severely 
limited by the low gas-liquid interface area. However, through the 
design philosophy of encapsulation, the bulk liquid phase can be sepa-
rated into a number of scattered capsules, and the interface area be-
tween gas and liquid is dramatically increased (as shown in Fig. 1 (a)), 
which will consequently greatly improve gas uptake efficiency. The 
mechanism of CO2 transport in the capsules is similar to that of gas 
transport in real human RBCs. Fig. 1 (b) shows one type of potential 
applications of RBC inspired encapsulation in HBCC system. In this 
scenario, flue gas enters the HBCC unit at appropriate conditions to form 
CO2 hydrate in the capsules. In this process, cooling capacity is stored 
and CO2-lean gas is produced and exits the tank. For the capsules in 
which hydrates have been formed, dissociation process can be trigered 

Nomenclature 

n number of moles (mol) 
P pressure (Pa) 
V volume (m3) 
R ideal gas constant (J mol− 1 K− 1) 
T temperature (K) 
Z compressibility factor 
x solubility 
c concentration (mol m− 3) 
t time (s) 
De effective diffusivity (m2 s− 1) 
D0 pre-exponential factor of diffusion coefficient (m2 s− 1) 
K reaction rate constant (m3 mol− 1 s− 1) 
k thermal conductivity (W m− 1 K− 1) 
Q enthalpy (J) 
c0 initial concentration of TBAB (mol m− 3) 
n95 95% of the maximum amount of hydrate (mol) 
t95 time required when the amount of hydrate reaches n95 

(min) 
J diffusion flux (mol m− 2 s− 1) 
d thickness (m) 

Greek symbols 
ρ density (kg m− 3) 

εreduction factor (m3 K mol− 1)Subscripts 
ini initial state 
eq equilibrium state 
sol solution 
hyd hydrate 
diss dissolved 
g gas 
u upside 
d downside 
m membrane 
exp experiment 
sim simulation  

Fig. 1. (a) Comparison between conventional and RBC inspired encapsulation 
HBCC reactor, (b) a schematic of the application of RBC inspired encapsulation 
in a HBCC system. 
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by recycling industrial waste heat, and CO2 is therefore released. The 
process if fully reversible. It can be operated by one unit periodically or 
two units alternatively. In this way, the RBC inspired encapsulation 
design can contribute to tackle with current challenges in energy storage 
and greenhouse gas emissions in an efficient and economic way with 
acceralbrated CO2 charge and discharge. 

Generally, kinetic models of gas hydrate formation are structured 
based on different controlling mechanisms including mass transfer, heat 
transfer and intrinsic reaction kinetics [36]. In the past decades, a 
considerable number of kinetic models of hydrate growth have been 
developed for the conditions in laboratory-scale stirred tank reactors. 
The driving force defined in these studies include fugacity difference 
[37–39], chemical potential difference [40–42] or concentration dif-
ference [43,44] between the guest gas dissolved in the solution and in 
the phase equilibrium condition. These models have been widely used, 
however, it is argued that most of them are likely to be 
apparatus-dependent [36]. In some research works, kinetic model of gas 
hydrate formation is also developed from the perspective of chemical 
reaction. Yang et al. [45] investigated the kinetics of CO2 hydrate for-
mation in a tubular reactor and applied a first-order reaction rate law to 
represent the global rate of hydrate formation. Under vigorous 
inter-phase mixing and high gas volume fractions conditions, mass 
transfer resistance is significantly reduced, and the hydrate formation 
kinetics can be fit well to the first order model. 

Under conditions without sufficient mixing among different phases, 
the mass transfer resistance for the diffusion of dissolved gas from the 
bulk solution to the hydrate-liquid interface cannot be neglected and, 
therefore, the diffusion term needs to be taken into account in the kinetic 
models. Shindo et al. [46] developed a diffusion-reaction model for the 
formation of CO2 hydrate at the interface between liquid CO2 and water. 
Mass balance equations of hydrate and water considering both molec-
ular diffusion and intrinsic reaction were formulated and solved with 
numerical methods. The predicted hydrate film thickness by this model 
is in good agreement with the findings about CO2 hydrate formation 
[47]. The diffusion-reaction model of Shindo et al. were further modi-
fied and improved in many other studies concerning gas hydrate for-
mation kinetics [48–50]. However, a major shortcoming of the existing 
diffusion-reaction models is that the diffusion coefficient incorporated 
into the diffusion equation is assumed to be a constant. In fact, with the 
growth of gas hydrate, the thickness of hydrate film grows, and the 
overall mass transfer efficiency should descend since the hydrate film 
becomes a significant barrier for mass transfer between gas and water 
[51,52]. Therefore, it can be inferred that the diffusion coefficient 
should be a function of the concentration of formed hydrate in the 
system. 

In this paper, the effects of RBC inspired encapsulation design on CO2 
hydrate formation kinetics will be investigated. Firstly, an appropriate 
hydrophobic and breathable membrane is selected to retain liquid inside 
and allow gas to penetrate, and an RBC-shaped skeleton is designed and 
produced to serve as a support for the membrane. A spherical skeleton is 
also produced for comparison. An experimentally validated diffusion- 
reaction kinetic model is proposed to explore the mass and heat trans-
fer process inside the RBC-shaped and spherical capsules. The effects of 
initial pressure and capsule size on the gas hydrate formation kinetics 
are investigated using the numerical model. Finally, the RBC structure is 
optimised through numerical simulation in order to achieve best CO2 
uptake performance. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Experimental methods and procedures 

2.1.1. Preparation of capsules 
Based on the natural structure of human RBC, the key structural 

parameters can be extracted to form a simplified geometrical model, and 
the schematic of the rotational symmetry plane of RBC is shown in Fig. 2. 

H stands for the height at the centre, r2 stands for radius of the arc at the 
centre, and L and r1 stand for the width and radius of the RBC ring, 
respectively. 

The relationship between the four parameters of H, L, r1 and r2 can be 
expressed as: 

(H + r2)
2
+(L − r1)

2
=(r1 + r2)

2 (1) 

In this work, the values of H, L, r1 and r2 are set as 3.080, 24.53, 
7.798 and 24.22 mm, respectively. 

Red blood cell membrane serves as a vital part to maintain the 
structure and contain the contents of the RBC, and it also plays a critical 
role in maintaining cellular functions like nutrients and gas transport. 
The native red blood cell membranes have a cytoskeleton meshwork to 
support the structural stability and elasticity of the membranes [53]. 
Inspired by the natural structure of RBC, we selected a hydrophobic and 
breathable membrane that can retain liquid inside and allow gas to 
penetrate. We designed an RBC-shaped skeleton to support and stabilise 
the RBC structure, as shown in Fig. 3 (a), and a spherical skeleton for 
comparison, as shown in Fig. 3 (b). Both the two capsules have the same 
internal volume of 22.5 mL. 

Fig. 2. Schematic of the rotational symmetry plane of RBC.  

Fig. 3. Models of the skeletons and 3D printed capsules with membrane: (a) the 
3D model of RBC capsule, (b) the 3D model of spherical capsule, (c) the 
appearance of 3D-printed RBC capsule with hydrophobic and breathable 
membrane, and (d) the appearance of 3D-printed spherical capsule with hy-
drophobic and breathable membrane. 
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The membrane is made of porous poly (tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE), 
which is characterised by strong hydrophobicity, good breathability, 
high heat resistance and outstanding chemical stability [54]. The 
thickness of the membrane is about 15 μm. The skeletons are produced 
through 3D printing using high toughness resin as the material. The 
32-wt% TBAB solution is used as the medium to absorb CO2 and form 
hydrates. The pictures of 3D-printed capsules with hydrophobic and 
breathable membrane containing the solution are shown in Fig. 3 (c) (d), 
and the main thermal properties of the membrane, skeleton and solution 
are shown in Table 1. 

2.1.2. Experimental setup 
The experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 4. It consists of a cy-

lindrical reactor with an internal volume of 556 mL, a thermostatic bath 
with an internal volume of 30 L, a CO2 gas cylinder and a data acqui-
sition system. The CO2 gas cylinder with the purity greater than 99.9% 
was supplied by BOC Ltd. Australia. The thermostatic bath used 30-vol% 
propylene glycol as the cooling fluid with a freezing point of − 13.3 ◦C. A 
pressure sensor was used to record the pressure in the reactor and two 
thermocouples were attached to the upper and lower parts of the reactor 
respectively to record the temperature in the reactor. The average 
temperature recorded by the thermocouples was regarded as the average 
temperature in the reactor. The accuracies of the pressure sensor and the 
thermocouples are 0.25% and 0.75%, respectively. The results were 
logged every 10 s by the data acquisition system. The air tightness of the 
experimental apparatus was examined to ensure there was no gas 
leakage during the experiment. 

The experiment was conducted at a constant temperature of 12 ◦C 
under the pressure of 4 MPa (initial pressure) in a closed system. Before 
the experiment, the thermostatic bath was turned on and set at 12 ◦C. 
When it was stable at the target temperature, the capsule was placed into 
the reactor and the reactor was closed tightly. Then the reactor was 
purged with CO2 and vented for three times to remove the residual air. 
Then CO2 was slowly charged into the reactor to the target pressure to 
trigger the gas hydrate formation. The experiment was terminated when 
pressure remained stable for an hour to ensure the full completion of 
hydrate formation and no liquid solution remaining. The experiment 
was repeated twice for both the RBC-shaped and spherical capsules. The 
possible errors of the experiment mainly come from the measurement 
error of the pressure sensor and thermocouples. 

2.1.3. Calculation of the amount of hydrate 
At the end of hydrate formation, the amount of CO2 in the solution 

can be obtained by: 

nCO2 ,sol = nini − neq =
PiniVg

ZiniRT
−

PeqVg

ZeqRT
(2)  

where P is the pressure, V is the volume of gas, R is the ideal gas con-
stant, T is the temperature, and Z is the gas compressibility factor. 

nCO2 ,sol equals the total amount of CO2 in the hydrate and dissolved in 
the solution: 

nCO2 ,sol = nCO2 ,hyd + nCO2 ,diss (3) 

The amount of CO2 dissolved in the solution can be calculated by: 

nCO2 ,diss =
xCO2

1 − xCO2

(
nTBAB,sol + nwater,sol

)
(4)  

where xCO2 is the solubility of CO2 in the TBAB solution, which can be 
estimated based on the experimental results in the literature [60]. 

Based on a previous study [13], the composition of hydrate is 
determined as 2.49CO2⋅TBAB⋅38H2O, then the amount of hydrate can be 
calculated as nCO2 ,hyd/2.49. 

2.2. Modelling 

The hydrate growth mechanism can be regarded as a combination of 
three different factors: (1) mass transfer of gas molecules to the hydrate 
surface; (2) intrinsic kinetics of hydrate formation at the hydrate sur-
face; (3) heat transfer from the exothermic hydrate formation reaction 
[36]. In this work, we developed a macro-scale numerical model 
considering the effects of mass transfer, heat transfer and intrinsic ki-
netics in order to investigate the performance and influencing factors of 
the hydrate formation kinetics in a capsule. As both the reactor and the 
capsules are axisymmetric, the model can be simplified and developed in 
a 2D approach, and a schematic of the model is shown in Fig. 5. Both the 
reactor and capsule are taken as the computational domain. Some as-
sumptions are made for the model: (1) the initial temperature and 
concentration distribution in the reactor are uniform; (2) the 
thermos-physical properties of the hydrate-solution mixture change 
linearly with the mole fraction of hydrate; (3) the solubility of CO2 in the 
TBAB solution follows Henry’s law; and (4) convection inside the cap-
sules can be neglected. 

2.2.1. Governing equations 
The mass transfer equations considering the intrinsic reaction are: 

∂cg

∂t
=De∇

2cg − nKcg
(
c0 − chyd

)
(5)  

∂chyd

∂t
=Kcg

(
c0 − chyd

)
(6)  

where cg and chyd represent the concentration of CO2 and hydrate, 
respectively. c0 is the initial concentration of TBAB, which is 1048 mol 
m− 3 for 32-wt% TBAB solution. n is the stoichiometric number of CO2 in 
the composition of hydrate, which is taken as 2.49 in this work. K is the 
reaction rate constant and De is the effective diffusivity of CO2 in the 
capsule, which can reflect the influence of hydrate formation on the 
diffusivity of CO2. De should decrease with the growth of gas hydrate 
since the hydrate film could be a significant barrier for mass transfer [51, 
61]. In this work, we used an Arrhenius type of equation to describe the 
variation of effective diffusivity, which is given by: 

De =D0e−
ε×chyd

T (7)  

where D0 is the pre-exponential factor of diffusion coefficient, chyd is the 
concentration of hydrate in the capsule, T is temperature and ε is the 
reduction factor. 

Hydrate formation is an exothermic process and will lead to tem-
perature gradient in the capsule. A heat transfer model is coupled with 
the diffusion-reaction model to predict the temperature profile in the 
capsule. Since convection and radiation are negligible, conduction will 
be the only heat transfer mode in the capsule, and the governing 
equations can be written as: 

ρCp
∂T
∂t

+∇⋅q = Q (8)  

q= − k∇T (9)  

where ρ is density, Cp is heat capacity, T is temperature, k is thermal 
conductivity, and Q is the hydrate formation enthalpy, which is taken as 
− 318.5 kJ/kg measured by the T-history method [13]. The values of the 
thermos-physical properties of both the solution and hydrate are listed 

Table 1 
Main thermal properties of the materials and the solution.   

Density (kg m− 3) 
[55,56] 

Thermal conductivity (W 
m− 1 K− 1) [55,57] 

Heat capacity (J 
kg− 1 K− 1) [58,59] 

Membrane 2240–2330 0.440–0.764 970–1090 
Skeleton 1010–1210 0.150–0.200 1390–1920 
Solution 1030–1082 0.339–0.351 3600–3800  
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in Table 2 [57,62]. 

2.2.2. Initial and boundary conditions 
For the membrane side, a continuity condition is applied: 

− n ⋅ Ji,u =
Dm,i

dm

(
ci,d − ci,u

)
(10)  

− n ⋅ Ji,d =
Dm,i

dm

(
ci,u − ci,d

)
(11)  

where Ji,u and Ji,d represent the diffusion flux of the upside and downside 
of element i, ci,u and ci,d represent the concentration of the upside and 
downside of element i, respectively. dm is the thickness of the membrane, 
and Dm is the diffusivity of CO2 in the membrane, which can be fitted 
with an Arrhenius-type equation reported by Sebők et al. [63]. 

For the boundaries of the reactor, no flux condition is applied: 

− n⋅Ji = 0 (12) 

For the boundaries of the capsule, constant temperature condition is 

applied: 

T = Ts (13)  

Ts is set to 286.3 K, as measured by the thermocouples. 
The axisymmetric boundary condition is applied to the symmetry 

axis of the reactor and capsule as depicted by the red dotted line in 
Fig. 5. 

The initial conditions of CO2 in the reactor are defined as follows: 

p= p0, T = T0 (14)  

where p0 and T0 are set to 4 MPa and 288.9 K, according to the exper-
imental conditions. 

The least-squares objective is employed for the simulation and 
experiment results. D0, K, and ε are optimised by curve fitting and the 
optimal parameters of the model are obtained using the levenberg- 
marquardt algorithm [64]. To assess the accuracy of the model, the 
mean relative difference (MRD) between the experiment and simulation 
results is calculated by 

MRD=
1
N
×

∑⃒
⃒xi,sim − xi,exp

⃒
⃒

xi,exp
× 100% (15)  

where N represents the number of data points. 

2.2.3. Mesh and time step independency study 
Triangular mesh was generated for the numerical models. At the 

boundaries of the capsule, mesh was refined to better capture gradients. 
Prior to the validation, independency study of mesh and time step size 
was conducted. The variation of the amount of hydrate (mol) over time 
for the model of RBC-shaped capsule with different number of cells and 
time step sizes is plotted and shown in Fig. 6. The time step size is 1 min 
in Fig. 6 (a) and the number of cells is 5.4 × 104 in Fig. 6 (b). It is shown 
that the result is independent of the cell number when it is close to or 
higher than 5.4 × 104, and when the cell number is fixed at 5.4 × 104, 
the effect of time step size is negligible when it is lower than 1 min. 
Therefore, the cell number of 5.4 × 104 and the time step size of 1 min 
were selected for the simulations in the RBC-shaped and spherical 
models. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Experiment results and model validation 

The pressure and temperature profiles of both the spherical and RBC- 
shaped capsules during CO2 hydrate formation are shown in Fig. 7. For 

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup.  

Fig. 5. Schematic of the numerical model.  

Table 2 
Thermos-physical properties of the solution and hydrate.   

ρ (kg m− 3) Cp (J kg− 1 K− 1) k (W m− 1 K− 1) 

Solution 1056 3700 0.339 
Hydrate 1090 2480 0.380  
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both capsules, pressure drops rapidly in the early stage of hydrate for-
mation, and then the dropping trend slows down. The phenomenon is 
mainly caused by two reasons. Firstly, the temperature of the injected 
gas is higher than the temperature in the reactor, the injected gas is 
cooled and pressure drops rapidly in the early stage (as evidenced by the 
temperature profile). Secondly, the contact area between gas and liquid 
is larger and the gas diffusion resistance is lower in the early stage. With 
the growth of hydrate layer, the contact area decreases and diffusion 
resistance increases, therefore the decreasing trend of pressure slows 
down. Although hydrate formation is exothermic, the temperature in the 
reactor is almost stable in the later stage due to the constant temperature 
in the water tank. It can be noted that pressure drops more rapidly for 
the RBC-shaped capsule. The pressure is almost stable at about 400 min 
for the RBC-shaped capsule, indicating the hydrate formation reaction is 
complete; while it takes about 900 min for the pressure to be flat for the 
spherical capsule. Based on the pressure variations, the amount of 
formed hydrate (mol) during the formation can be calculated and fitted 
with the simulation results. Fig. 8 (a) and (b) show the validation results 
for the RBC-shaped and spherical capsule, respectively. A good agree-
ment has been achieved between the simulation results and experiment 
data. The value of MRD is 2.01% for the RBC-shaped capsule, and 2.56% 
for the spherical capsule. The optimised parameters in the model are 

Fig. 6. The variation of the amount of hydrate over time for the RBC-shaped capsule with (a) different mesh cell numbers and (b) different time step sizes.  

Fig. 7. Pressure variation over time for the RBC-shaped and spherical capsules.  

Fig. 8. Validation for RBC-shaped and spherical capsules.  
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listed in Table 3. 
It can be found in Fig. 8 that during the hydrate formation process, 

the formation rate keeps decreasing due to the blocking on the gas-water 
interface resulting from formed hydrates. As hydrate grows, the block-
ing effect becomes more significant, and thus the effective diffusivity of 
CO2 decreases. Fig. 9 shows the variation of effective diffusivity and the 
dropping rate of effective diffusivity at the initial stage and later stage 
during hydrate formation process for both capsules. The effective 
diffusivity drops about ten times as the hydrate grows. At the initial 
stage, the dropping rate of effective diffusivity for the RBC-shaped 
capsule is higher than that of the spherical capsule, since the RBC 
shape has a larger surface-to-volume ratio than the sphere, resulting in a 
larger gas-water interface area for hydrate formation at the initial stage. 
Therefore, compared to the spherical capsule, RBC has a faster growth of 
hydrate layer within the same time, which leads to a lower effective 
diffusivity. At the later stage, the concentration of hydrate in the RBC- 
shaped capsule is much higher than the spherical capsule, resulting in 
a lower hydrate growth rate and thus lower dropping rate of effective 
diffusivity for the RBC-shaped capsule. Fig. 10 shows a schematic of the 
diffusion resistance (defined as thickness divided by diffusivity) of 
different parts of a RBC-shaped capsule during the hydrate formation 
process. As hydrate grows inward, the diffusion resistance of the hydrate 
film increases and becomes much higher than that of the hydrophobic 
membrane and liquid. Encapsulation of hydrate can greatly shorten the 
diffusion distance through the hydrate film, and therefore improve gas 
uptake efficiency. Compared to the spherical one, the RBC-shaped 
capsule has lower diffusion resistance due to its structural features. 

In engineering applications, it is not cost-effective to achieve a 
maximum gas uptake capacity, since a minor increase in the gas uptake 
will take much longer time in the later stage of the reaction. In this work, 
we compared the reaction time (t95) when it reaches 95% of the 
maximum amount of hydrate (n95) for the RBC-shaped and spherical 
capsules, with the results shown in Fig. 11. For the spherical capsule, t95 
is 580 min, while for the RBC-shaped capsule, it reduces to 239 min, 

which is 58.8% shorter than that of the spherical capsule. The gas uptake 
efficiency of the RBC is 143% higher than that of the spherical capsule. 
The average hydrate formation rate per surface area is 0.007285 mol 
m− 2 min− 1 for the spherical capsule and 0.01306 mol m− 2 min− 1 for the 
RBC-shaped capsule. This demonstrates the superiority of RBC-shaped 
structure in enhancing mass transfer, which is attributed to the large 
surface area as well as the short diffusion distance of RBC-shaped 
capsule. In addition, it saves 46.7% and 38.6% of time for RBC and 
sphere, respectively, when ceasing the reaction at t95 rather than 
reaching the full capacity. 

To compare the mass transfer characteristics between the RBC- 
shaped and spherical capsule during the hydrate formation, the TBAB 
concentration contours of both capsules at the time of 60, 180 and 300 
min are plotted. The TBAB concentration in the capsule decreases, 
indicating the formation of hydrates. As shown in Table 4, the concen-
tration of TBAB is higher when it is closer to the centre of the capsule, 
because CO2 first reacts with TBAB at the outer layer of the capsule to 
form hydrates as CO2 diffuses. After the hydrate at the outer layer is 
formed, CO2 diffuses through the hydrate layer and reacts with TBAB at 
the inner part. For the RBC-shaped capsule, hydrate first forms at the 
concaves and the boundary area of the disc, due to the short diffusion 
distance at these areas. While for the spherical capsule, hydrate first 

Table 3 
Summary of optimal parameters in the numerical model.  

Parameters D0 ( × 10− 9 m2 

s− 1) 
K ( × 10− 4 m3 mol− 1 

s− 1) 
ε (m3 K 
mol− 1) 

Optimised 
value 

2.2328 5.3480 0.9655  

Fig. 9. Variation of effective diffusivity of CO2 during hydrate formation for 
both capsules. 

Fig. 10. An indicative schematic of the diffusion resistance of different parts of 
the RBC-shaped capsule as hydrate grows. 

Fig. 11. Hydrate formation kinetics for the RBC-shaped and spherical capsules.  
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forms at the boundary area of the sphere, and grows inwards towards the 
centre. Since the diffusion distance from boundary to centre is the same 
in all directions for a sphere, the concentration distribution of hydrate 
shows a pattern of concentric spheres for the spherical capsule. As is 
seen from the concentration contours at 300 min, the concentration of 
TBAB is almost 0 in the RBC-shaped capsule, while it still shows an 
obvious concentric distribution in the spherical capsule, which justifies 
the better performance in mass transfer for the RBC structure. 

According to the concentration contours of the RBC-shaped capsule, 
gas diffuses inward from the edge of capsule along the normal direction 
of the outer surface. Gas hydrate formation is the slowest at the centre of 
the ring, due to the longest diffusion distance. To better demonstrate the 
superior mass transfer performance of the RBC-shaped capsule, a nor-
malised diffusion distance (NDD) is defined for the RBC shape as follows: 

NDD=

∫
z × dl1 + r1 × l2

l1 + l2
(16)  

where l1 and l2 are the two tangent arcs in half of the rotational sym-
metry plane as shown in Fig. 12. z is the diffusion distance from the 
points on l1 to the x axis (always along the normal line of the surface), 
which varies with the position of the point on l1. For all points on l2, the 

diffusion distances are all equal to r1. At the tangent point of the two 
arcs, z equals to r1. 

For the RBC-shaped capsule considered in this study, the normalised 
diffusion distance is 6.57 mm, while for the spherical capsule, this value 
is 17.50 mm (the radius of the sphere). Therefore, the normalised 
diffusion distance of the RBC is 62.5% shorter than that of the sphere, 
leading to an earlier completion of hydrate formation. 

The temperature contours of both capsules at 60, 180 and 300 min 
are shown in Table 5. As hydrate formation is an exothermic process, it 
will lead to a temperature gradient in the capsules. As time goes, the 

Table 4 
TBAB concentration contours at 60, 180 and 300 min.  

Time (min) RBC Sphere Scale 

60 

180 

300 

Fig. 12. Schematic of diffusion distance of the RBC-shaped capsule.  

Table 5 
Temperature contours of capsules at 60, 180 and 300 min.  

Time (min) RBC Sphere Scale 

60 

180 

300 
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mean temperature in the capsule decreases due to the effective cooling 
of the water bath, and the temperature gradient also decreases due to the 
reduced heat releasing rate caused by the decreased hydrate formation 
rate with time. To some extent, heat transfer in the capsule follows a 
similar way as the mass transfer. For the RBC-shaped capsule, heat 
transfer is more efficient at the concaves and the boundary area of the 
disc, due to shorter heat transfer distance in these areas. For the 
spherical capsule, heat transfer is in the radial direction from boundary 
to the inside. Due to the larger surface area, the heat transfer efficiency is 
much higher in the RBC-shaped capsule, and thus RBC’s temperature, 
especially its inner temperature, goes down more rapidly than that of 
sphere. Therefore, the RBC structure is not only beneficial for mass 
transfer, but also for heat transfer. 

3.2. Effects of initial pressure of CO2 

The influence of initial pressure of CO2 on hydrate formation kinetics 
for both capsules are compared in Fig. 13 (a)-(b). Based on the equation 
of state of real gas, higher pressure leads to higher concentration, which 
will increase the concentration gradient on both sides of the membrane 
and consequently increase the diffusion flux of CO2 through the mem-
brane. As shown in Fig. 13, hydrate formation rate increases with the 
increase of initial pressure. The values of initial pressure (p0), initial 
concentration (c0) and t95 are listed in Table 6. As p0 increases from 2 to 
3 MPa, t95 is reduced by 41 min for the RBC-shaped capsule and 95 min 
for the spherical capsule; and as p0 increases from 3 to 4 MPa, t95 is 
reduced by 32 min for the RBC-shaped capsule and 71 min for the 
spherical capsule. This indicates t95 changes non-linearly with the initial 
pressure, and the reduction in t95 decreases with per unit of pressure 
increment. 

3.3. Effects of capsule size 

The influence of capsule size on hydrate formation kinetics is 
investigated for the RBC-shaped capsule. The volume of the model is 
uniformly scaled to half and double of its original size. The variation of 
the amount of formed hydrate (mol) over time for the RBC-shaped 
capsules with the volume of 11.25, 22.5 and 45.0 mL is shown in 
Fig. 14, and the values of n95, t95, and the average hydrate formation rate 
per volume are listed in Table 7. As expected, t95 increases with 
increasing capsule size, but in a non-linear way. According to Fig. 14, 
hydrate grows faster for a larger capsule size, due to the larger surface 
area for mass transfer. However, the average hydrate formation rate per 
volume decreases with increasing size, as observed in Table 7. The 
reason is that the gas diffusion distance is longer for a larger capsule, 

Fig. 13. Influence of the initial pressure of CO2 on hydrate formation kinetics.  

Table 6 
Influence of CO2 initial pressure (concentration) on t95 for both capsules.  

Capsule shape p0 (MPa) c0 (mol m− 3) t95 (min) 

RBC 2 950 312 
3 1553 271 
4 2270 239 

sphere 2 950 746 
3 1553 651 
4 2270 580  

Fig. 14. Influence of the capsule size on hydrate formation kinetics for the 
RBC-shaped capsule. 

Table 7 
Key parameters for different capsule sizes for the RBC-shaped capsule.  

Capsule volume 
(mL) 

n95 (mol) t95 

(min) 
Average hydrate formation rate per 
volume (mol min− 1 m− 3) 

11.25 0.008161 154 4.71 
22.5 0.01628 239 3.03 
45 0.03268 388 1.87  
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which means CO2 needs to diffuse through a thicker hydrate layer, with 
a lower effective diffusivity, to react with the unreacted water solution 
at the core. Therefore, small capsule size is preferred for a higher hy-
drate formation efficiency, but it doesn’t mean a smaller capsule is al-
ways better in real engineering applications. On one hand, reducing size 
will increase the encapsulation difficulty, and on the other, surface-to- 
volume ratio will increase with decreasing capsule size, leading to 
higher consumption of membrane and supporting materials for a given 
amount of gas uptake. Therefore, the selection of capsule size requires 
comprehensive consideration of factors such as gas uptake efficiency, 
manufacturing difficulty and cost. 

3.4. RBC structure optimization 

Based on the results and discussions above, the RBC-shaped structure 
has superior performance in both mass and heat transfer. In practical 
applications, it is favourable to achieve highest gas uptake efficiency at 
the lowest possible cost, i.e. lowest consumption of membrane and 
supporting materials. Therefore, it is necessary to optimise RBC struc-
ture to achieve best performance. 

The structure of RBC is determined by the four parameters shown in 
Fig. 2. However, it is unknown how these parameters influence the gas 
uptake performance of the capsule. The four parameters are constrained 

by Equation (1). We keep the capsule volume constant and regard the H- 
to-L ratio as the only variable for comparison. H/L influences the 
squeezing level at the concaves and the flatness of the capsule. A higher 
H/L value means a lower squeezing level and higher flatness. The in-
fluence of H/L on the hydrate formation kinetics is investigated as we 
keep L constant as 24.53 mm and the volume of RBC constant as 22.5 
mL. Table 8 shows the influence of H/L on the shape of the rotational 
plane, the surface area, surface-to-volume ratio, t95, and the average 
hydrate formation rate per surface area, and the results are also plotted 
in Fig. 15. It is found that as the value of H/L increases, the surface-to- 
volume ratio decreases linearly, while the normalised diffusion distance 
increases, and the increasing rate decreases. T95 is almost unaffected 
when H/L is between 0.032 and 0.128, then it increases exponentially 
when it is higher than 0.128. This indicates the RBC structure starts to 
make significant effect on hydrate formation time when H/L is higher 
than 0.128. With the decrease of surface area and increase of diffusion 
distance, the time required to form hydrates increases. As for the 
average hydrate formation rate per surface area, it first increases line-
arly with the increase of H/L, then remains almost constant when H/L is 
between 0.128 and 0.160, and finally decreases with the rise of H/L 
when it is higher than 0.160. Therefore, the average hydrate formation 
rate per surface area achieves the maximum value when H/L is between 
0.128 and 0.160, which means the RBC-shaped capsule has the best CO2 

Table 8 
Influence of H/L on the RBC structure and hydrate formation kinetics.  

H/L Rotational plane S (cm2) Surface-to-volume ratio (m 
− 1) 

NDD (mm) t95 (min) Average hydrate formation rate per surface area (mol min− 1 

m− 2) 

0.032 54.03 240.28 6.363 247 0.01224 

0.064 53.39 237.42 6.443 246 0.01244 

0.096 52.75 234.57 6.513 246 0.01259 

0.128 52.11 231.70 6.573 246 0.01275 

0.16 51.46 228.82 6.620 249 0.01275 

0.192 50.81 225.92 6.654 256 0.01256 

0.224 50.15 223.03 6.676 267 0.01220  
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uptake performance while using the least membrane material within 
this range. In real red blood cells of human, the disk diameter is 
approximately 6.2–8.2 μm, and the minimum thickness in the centre is 
about 0.8–1 μm [65], which causes the value of H/L in the range of 
0.098–0.161. Therefore, the optimised structure of RBC has similar 
geometrical characteristics as real RBC in human bodies. 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper, based on the principles of biomimetics, a red blood cell 
(RBC) inspired encapsulation design was proposed to enhance gas-liquid 
mass transfer and improve CO2 hydrate formation kinetics. A numerical 
model that integrates mass transfer, heat transfer and intrinsic kinetics 
was established and experimentally validated. Hydrate formation ki-
netics was compared between the RBC-shaped and spherical capsule 
with the same volume, and the effect of initial pressure and capsule size 
on gas uptake performance was investigated through simulation. A 
normalised diffusion distance (NDD) is defined for the first time for 
analysing the shapes of capsule jointly with the surface-to-volume ratio. 
Finally, the structure of RBC is optimised. The main results conclude 
that.  

(1) Compared to the spherical capsule, t95 is reduced by 58.8% and 
CO2 uptake efficiency is increased by 143% for the RBC-shaped 
capsule under experiment conditions (4 MPa, 12 ◦C). RBC- 
shaped structure has superior performance in both mass trans-
fer and heat transfer.  

(2) Hydrate formation rate increases with the increase of initial 
pressure for both capsules, and t95 changes non-linearly with the 
initial pressure. The reduction rate of t95 decreases with the rise of 
initial pressure. At the same pressure and temperature conditions, 
CO2 hydrate grows faster for a larger capsule size, but the average 
hydrate formation rate per volume decreases with the rise of 
capsule size.  

(3) The structure of RBC starts to make significant effect on hydrate 
formation time when H/L is higher than 0.128. Hydrate forma-
tion time increases with the decrease of surface area and increase 
of NDD. The average hydrate formation rate per surface area 
achieves the peak (0.01275 mol min− 1 m− 2) when H/L is be-
tween 0.128 and 0.160 for the RBC structure. This is similar to the 
geometrical characteristics of real RBCs in human bodies. 

This work enables the informed design of HBCC systems with high 

gas uptake efficiency. Future work will focus on the comprehensive 
system assessment of an HBCC unit (as shown in Fig. 1 (b)) using mul-
tiple RBC inspired capsules. 
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